
Six ŠKODA

employees

from across

Ireland have

been selected

to represent

Ireland at the

international

finals of the

ŠKODA

Challenge in

Barcelona next

year, having battled it out at the Irish National

Final recently.

Team ŠKODA Ireland will now compete

against 35 countries at the International Finals,

which are in their eighth year. Ireland will be

represented by Paul Bruton and Marc Gorman

from Cork, along with Darragh Smith from

Cavan, Robbie Matthews from Naas, Eoghan

Watson from Dublin and David Mullane from

Galway.

The ŠKODA Challenge has become a

benchmark for measuring the qualities of the

best employees in the global ŠKODA network

and Ireland will be represented in six different

categories in Barcelona. These will be; Parts &

Accessory Sales Person; Service Advisor; Service

Technician; Sales Consultant, Diagnostic

Technician and new for 2017, Sales Manager.

Paul Bruton is a Diagnostic Technician with

over 22 years’

experience at Noel

Deasy ŠKODA in

Cork. This is the

second year that

Paul has won,

having won his

category last year.

Also from Noel

Deasy ŠKODA, this

was Marc

Gorman’s first time

entering the competition and he won the Sales

Consultant Category.

David Mullane, of Monaghan and Sons,

won the Service Advisor category for the second

time, having previously been successful in 2014.

Another second time winner was Darragh Smith,

who won the Parts & Accessory Salesperson

category. Darragh works at ŠKODA, Cavan.

This is the first year that a Sales Manager

category has been included in the national final

and Robbie Matthews from Western Motors

ŠKODA is the inaugural winner. Robbie joined

Western Motors in November 2007 and became

ŠKODA brand manager in October 2012.

Eoghan Watson started his career in Crash

Repairs before commencing his motor

technicians’ apprenticeship in, 2006. He joined

Annesley Williams in 2013 as a Service

Technician.

Question: A customer

of ours has a 2013 Audi

A3 Sportback with a

squeaking/creaking

noise from the front of

the vehicle when driving

over rough roads. We

have heard the

squeaking/creaking

noise on a road test but

when the vehicle is in

the workshop we

cannot find the cause of

the noise. Do you have

any ideas what could be causing this noise?

Answer: We are aware of a

squeaking/creaking type noise affecting this

model. The noise is due to an unsatisfactory

design of the front suspension lower arm rear

bush. A specific grease is available from Audi

parts departments and is required to rectify this

fault. Remove the front suspension lower arms.

Apply a light coating of grease to the apertures

in the front suspension lower arm rear bush

(see figure detail 1). Refit the front suspension

lower arms and tighten to the correct torque

settings. Carry out a road test to ensure noise

has been eliminated.

Strong Irish team set for ŠKODA challenge

Audi A3 Sportback: Squeaking/Creaking
Noise When Driving Over Rough Roads
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Garage equipment experts PJ Fallon &

Son, have been delighted with the

interest in the Finkbeiner range of vehicle

lifting equipment products which it

introduced earlier this year, with customers

across Ireland impressed by the quality and

versatility of the equipment.

Finkbeiner is a very well respected

German manufacturer of vehicle lifts and a

true innovator in the field. One of its most

popular lifts is the EHB707 model, which

has been hugely successful on the

international market. It is ideal for vehicles

of varying sizes and shapes and can also

be used as a mobile lifting device. The lift

features individual column controlled

electro-hydraulic drive, has a 4x7.2t =

28.8t capacity and a 1700mm lifting

stroke.

EHB707 is just one example from an

extensive range that covers cars, trucks,

agricultural and industrial applications with

lifts that offer the ultimate in quality,

reliability and safety.

For more information call PJ
Fallon on 090-662-6963.

Finkbeiner makes it
mark with PJ Fallon
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